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Review of the Second Quarter of 2014 

 
The broad U.S. stock market posted its sixth straight quarter of gains, shaking off the 

economic chill caused by a nasty winter and geopolitical risks abroad to post a solid gain of nearly 5% 
in the second quarter.  It seems hard to believe that the first half of 2014 has already come to an end. 
Such is life, and the five-year bull market has now extended even further. The S&P 500 Index gained 
4.7% in the second quarter and is up 6.05% year-to-date. The Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) 
rose by 2.2% in the second quarter, but it is up by only 1.5% year-to-date. 

 
Interest rates continued to drift back lower, and during the quarter the benchmark rate broke 

out of the tight range (2.60% to 2.80%) it had been in since mid-January.  To the surprise of most, it 
broke out on the downside rather than on the upside.  Of greater concern (or at least confusion), 
stock market volatility has all but dried up and the S&P 500 has not had a correction (typically defined 
as a short-term drop of 10%) for more than two years, an unusually long period.   The euphoria is 
causing many to wonder if we are in the calm before a storm. 

 
(Note that unless noted all figures represent total rates of return, measuring both price changes and reinvested dividends, supplied by Morningstar) 
 

Investment Outlook  
 
We now find ourselves within sight of the end of quantitative easing, and if the Fed stays on 

schedule as expected their bond purchases will stop in September.  Despite the Feds insistence that 
they will keep rates low well beyond the end of easing, there is a mounting cry that rates will rise 
sooner than the Fed would like.  Keep in mind that the Fed can directly influence only short-term rates 
and other rates are driven by market forces.  Even if the Fed stays with its schedule, the market could 
start to move rates by the fall.  As we saw in May and June 2013, the pace of a rate change can be 
as or more traumatic than the change itself.  Once rates start to creep up, it may be wishful thinking 
that it will be rational and orderly. 

 
 

Summary 
 
The possible effects of the Fed finally ending their manipulation are varied and many.  In the 

meantime, we have already shortened the duration on our fixed income holdings to lessen any 
impact.  When rates rise, we will be able to take advantage of better yields by increasing the duration 
of our holdings.  Additionally, we are mindful that the equities market historically has one down year 
out of every five, so we are due for a correction.   
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As always, our goal is to protect capital, sometimes at the expense of market returns.  Many 
investors have forgotten 2008, we have not. Consistent returns, while minimizing risk, remains our 
objective. 

 
We look forward to reviewing your accounts this quarter and our outlook on the markets. 
 

Best regards, 
 

 
 

 
 


